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Date Level Subject Program Episode Synopsis Rating CC

Mon 29 April 

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Miriwoong How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Disco Learn a disco-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Blue This episode introduces the long U sounds and the words new, grew, blew, flew, true, blue, glue, rescue, tune, 
lute, flute, prune and mule.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks One A little block falls out of the sky, meets her numberling and discovers one wonderful world, singing and 
counting to one. Learn all about the number 1 with Numberblock One!

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Zero Effect Olive and Otto must stop zeroes from disappearing before the missing zeroes destroy the town...and Otto 
turns into a baby. 

G

9:30 LP-MP STEM, Arts Jiwi's Machines - NEW Crumbs Jiwi's breakfast machine delivers the perfect bite of toast, but as June attempts to clean up Jiwi's crumbs, she is 
distracted by a handsome ocean activist seeking petition signatures.

G

9:35 P Science Space Kids The Moon Test out your knowledge of Earth's closest companion - the Moon! G CC

9:40 MP-UP Maths MathXplosion Old Math Is New Again Travel back in time thousands of years ago with Eric to ancient Egypt! Discover and demystify a secret 
multiplication system. It's not magic...it's math!

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors experiment on their muscles to show they work! Dr Chris meets some wriggly maggots helping to 
heal a sore foot and Dr Xand goes on call with an emergency ambulance team.

G CC

10:10 MP-LS Science Full Proof Surface Tension Maureen is 12 years old & lives at a tulip plantation in North of the Netherlands. She regularly finds water on 
the surface of the tulip leaves. In Full Proof, she experiments with water drops and surface tension.

G CC

10:25 UP-LS Science BTN Specials STEM In this BTN STEM Special, we discover what Quantum Computing is, head along to the World Solar Challenge, 
and meet some kids taking part in a competition using space-technology to solve problems.  

Exempt CC

10:40 LS Science Mini Lessons: Science Secondary Years 7-8: Density In this lesson, you will learn about a property of matter called density. Diana will conduct experiments to 
answer the question 'Why do things sink and float?', and she will teach you how to calculate the density of 

G CC

10:50 S Science How Scientists Work Considering the Evidence Following the progress of four scientists researching the problem of urban light pollution, viewers will gain 
valuable information about the methods and technologies available for data analysis and how to avoid 

G CC

Tues 30 April 

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Ngarigu How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Country/Tap Learn a country and tap-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Taps S is feeling a bit sad but her friends are here to help and before long, everyone is tap-dancing. This episode 
introduces the letters S, A, T and P - and the words sat, pat, tap and taps.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Another One One discovers it's tricky to play tennis when you're the only block in the world. She bumps into a magic mirror 
and meets Another One. They join forces to make Two. Learn a thing or two about adding with the 

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Bad Luck Bears When odd things start happening to the Bears basketball team, Olive and Otto must set things straight before 
the big game.

G

9:30 LP-MP Geography, 
Science

George The Farmer Wheat Join George the Farmer, Simone and Ben as they investigate the paddock to plate journey of wheat at Farmer 
Lachie's farm near Lucindale, South Australia.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP STEM What's Your Problem? The Cat Feeder Joseph and his team need to make a machine that will feed Alyssa's elderly cat while her dog is out of the 
house. There's one problem: cats can't open fridge doors! 

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors show you what really happens when you sneeze! Dr Chris gets his hands on a real human brain 
and Dr Xand goes on call with an emergency ambulance team.

G CC

10:15 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN - NEW BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:40 MP-LS Geography, 
Science

Water Wisdom Adelaide Plains This episode of the Water Wisdom series shares the knowledge of fresh water systems through the voice of 
the Kaurna people who have managed water on the Adelaide Plains for thousands of years.

G CC

10:45 LS-US Civics Ethics Matters Our Society Interviewees Liz Anderson and John Thrasher examine how society should be organised and wrestle with 
conflicting libertarian and egalitarian points of view.

G CC

Wed 1 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Palawa Kani How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance KPOP Learn a K-Pop-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks In I holds hands with N and they find themselves stuck inside a floating balloon. This episode introduces the 
letters I and N - and the words tin, tip and pin.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Two Two finds a pair of magic dancing shoes and shows One that everything is better with two, singing and 
counting things that belong in pairs. Learn all about the number 2 with Numberblock Two.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Soundcheck Olive and Otto must figure out how and why things are disappearing around town when all Otto wants to do is 
listen to a song by his favourite band, Soundcheck.

G

9:30 UP-LS History BTN Specials History of WWI This special looks at the effect WWI had on Australia and the world, find out what life was like in the trenches 
and take a look at how the war came to an end.

Exempt CC
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9:50 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors demonstrate how our body movements are controlled, by confusing their very own brains! Dr 
Chris lets a blood-sucking leech feed on his arm and Dr Xand goes on call with an emergency ambulance team.

G CC

10:20 MP-UP History, 
English

My Place 1898 Rowley Rowley longs for his father to come home. Convinced that good deeds will be rewarded, he'll do anything to 
help his mother and the other residents in the boarding house they live in. It's 1898.

G CC

10:40 MP-UP History Back In Time For The Corner Shop: Education ShortsShopping Before the 1950s, people shopped at their local grocery stores and corner shops for food. Join the Ferrones as 
they travel back in time to run a local corner shop. 

G CC

10:50 UP-LS PDHPE BTN Explainers How To Stop Procrastinating Are you someone that struggles to concentrate when you've got work to do? Check out our guide on why we 
procrastinate and what you can do to stop it.

Exempt CC

Thurs 2 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wakka Wakka How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Ballet Tendu Learn a ballet-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Man M is very hungry so his friends make a gingerbread man - but can he catch it? This episode introduces the 
letter M and the words mat, map and man.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Three Three arrives with a bang and a song-and-dance about her favourite number: 1, 2, 3, Everybody Look at Me! 
Learn all about the number 3 with Numberblock Three.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Double Trouble Debbie from Debbie's Pizzeria has doubled...not once, but twice, creating four Debbies! When one of the four 
Debbies goes missing, Olive and Otto need to find her.

G

9:30 P Indigenous 
Languages

Languages Of Our Land Episode 1 Jingeri, learn the Aboriginal language of Yugambeh word for Koala - Borobi. G

9:30 P Science Our Animals Kangaroo Kangaroos are only found in Australia, and they are one of this country's most iconic animals. G CC

9:35 P HASS, HSIE What's For Dinner? At Nada And Mariam's Place Welcome to Nada and Mariam's place, as they hunt, gather and create their Middle-Eastern feast including 
their mum's famous chocolate baklava! 

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors see how much pain they can take in their laboratory, Dr Xand investigates how our shoes can 
dramatically change the way we walk.

G CC

10:10 LS-MS Geography Exploration India Scale Dua, Amalia and Nayan discover India is huge, more than ten times the size of the UK. Their first challenge is to 
explore Patna, the capital of Bihar in north-eastern India. It has a population of nearly two million people.

G CC

10:20 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 UP-MS PDHPE Explainer Hacks Understanding Mental Health Lee is joined by wearable artist Paulina Zamorano to understand mental health and wellbeing. Lee challenges 
Pauline to create something that represents the six things that affect our mental health.

G CC

10:50 UP-LS PDHPE What's The Point Of Self-Regulation? Aya has a fight with her best friend and calls friend and actor Tom Russell to get some tips on how to recognise 
and control strong emotions.

G CC

Fri 3 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wiradjuri How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Bharatanayam Learn a Bharatanatyam-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Din D is ready to rock - he has his drumsticks but nothing to bang on. This episode introduces the letter D and the 
words sat, pad, pan, pin, tap and din.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks One, Two, Three! Three does magic tricks with apples to show the others who goes first, who's biggest and how to surprise your 
number friends. 

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Crime At Shapely Manor Part 1 Olive and Otto are sent to Shapely Manor to investigate an odd crime with even odder people. G

9:30 LP-MP English ABC Education Story Time - NEW 11 Words for Love 11 Words For Love, a book by Randa Abdel-Fattah, read to you by teacher, Miss Obayda. G

9:35 P Arts Know It Alls: Visual Art SkyWhales Comedian Carlo Ritchie and Oscar fly into the sky of knowledge as they learn all about the enormous hot air 
balloon sculpture, SkyWhales. Who will run out of gas and who will be propelled into the winning position?  

G

9:40 UP-LS Arts Draw With Will Aliens Will creates three unique Aliens using simple shapes we can all draw, using the curves we've already learned. G

9:50 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! Dr Chris inserts a special medical tube into Dr Xand's nose and down to his belly to prove that our nose, mouth 
and stomach are all connected!

G CC

10:20 LS-MS English Bertram Poppingstock: Problem Solver Improving Your Reading 
Vocabulary

Sir Professor Teacher plants a bomb in the school's boiler system, it's up to Bertram and Polly to use their 
knowledge of vocabulary and reading strategies in order to make sense of a partly burned instruction manual.

PG CC

10:30 MP-UP English Wacky Word Songs Subject vs Object This song isn't going to sing Zoey! Zoey learned about the subject and object in a sentence and wrote a song 
about it. 

G

10:35 MP-LS English, 
Indigenous 

Grace Beside Me Spooky Month It's Fuzzy's 13th birthday and she wakes to find a young spirit girl in her room. Fuzzy ignores the spirit, hoping 
it will go away and in the meantime her friends, Tui and Yar, hold a surprise party in Lola's Forest. 

G CC
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Mon 6 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yakunytjatjara How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Hip Hop Learn a hip hop-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Dog G grows her green hair into a grassy garden and O makes a four-legged friend. This episode introduces the 
letters G and O and the words pot, pod, dog and dig.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Four Four is the new block on the block and he can't wait to share how much he loves to be square! Learn all about 
the number 4 with Numberblock Four.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Crime At Shapely Manor Part 2 Olive and Otto are sent to Shapely Manor to investigate an odd crime with even odder people. G

9:30 LP-MP STEM, Arts Jiwi's Machines - NEW It Has a Virus! June's new date arrives to pick her up before she has time to open an exciting parcel. Can Jiwi keep his hands 
off it while she is out?

G

9:35 P Science Space Kids Time Capsule from Earth In the year 1977, NASA sent out two space probes containing a special message for aliens, should they find it. G CC

9:40 MP-UP Maths MathXplosion Eight Heads Put heads together to figure out this experiment: we are approximately eight of our own heads tall. It's not 
magic...it's magic!

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! Dr Chris takes a terrifying, stomach-turning ride in an aerobatic display plane to explain what happens when 
you feel travel sick. The doctors put on their PJs to investigate sleep.

G CC

10:10 MP-LS Science Full Proof Action Reaction Raynnan lives with his parents close to the rocket launching site of the European Space Centre in French 
Guiana. Raynnan experiments with action/reaction and builds his own rocket.

G CC

10:25 MP-MS Science Science Max! Experiments At Large Slime Slime is made of polymers, which are long chains of molecules that explain how many things are made. From 
plastics, to fabrics to our own DNA, polymers are everywhere. And we have a lot of them contained in a tub of 

G CC

10:45 UP-LS Maths, 
Science, D&T

Ecomaths Local Food In this episode targeted at the Primary maths curriculum Stefan visits an organic farm in Devon to uncover how 
ordering events, patterns and measuring can help work out what's good for the environment.

G CC

Tues 7 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yolnju How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Locking Learn about locking in a hip hop-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Kick Cool C and K, the king of kicking, team up to play a football match against a giant sock. This episode introduces 
the letters C and K, the pair CK, and the words cot, kit, kid, can, cat, sock, sack and kick.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Five Five arrives to get the band together - and the party started - with a big High Five! Learn all about the number 
5 with Numberblock Five.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Reindeer Games Part 1 In this Christmas-themed episode, Olive and Otto help Santa track down his missing reindeer. Also, Oscar helps 
Ms O get off Santa's naughty list.

G

9:30 LP-MP Geography, 
Science

George The Farmer Potatoes Join George the Farmer, Simone and Ben as they investigate the paddock to plate journey of the humble 
potato at Farmer Tim's farm in South Australia.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP STEM What's Your Problem? The Sun Blocker A.J. loves being outdoors but hates having sunscreen rubbed on his back. Joseph and his team need to make a 
machine to do the job!

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! Dr Chris inserts a tiny medical camera down his throat to look at how our vocal chords work and takes a 
terrifying ride on a super scary rollercoaster to find out how our bodies deal with fear.

G CC

10:15 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN - NEW BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:35 UP-LS Geography, 
Science

Deep Dive Into Australia's Wild Odyssey Biodiversity and Interconnectivity Rad talks with Director Nick Robinson, frog expert Dr Jodi Rowley and Gumbaynggirr cultural teacher Uncle 
Micklo Jarret about the importance of biodiversity, interconnectivity and what science can learn from 

G CC

Wed 8 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yugambeh How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Hula/Cha Cha Learn a hula and cha-cha-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Cat A makes friends with a cat but soon starts sneezing and bouncing all over. A-choo! This episode has fun with 
the short A sound and the words cat, can, pat, tap, cap, nap and dog.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Three Little Pigs The Numberblocks present their very own, very numbery version of the classic tale The Three Little Pigs and 
the Big Bad Square.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Reindeer Games Part 2 In this Christmas-themed episode, Olive and Otto help Santa track down his missing reindeer. Also, Oscar helps 
Ms O get off Santa's naughty list.

G

9:30 MP-UP History The Gold Rush Who, When, Where And Why? How did the Australian gold rush begin in 1851? Who kicked it off? Where did it occur, and why is gold so 
valuable?

G CC

9:35 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! Doctors perform an experiment with wee to explain what it is made of and why our bodies produce it. Dr Chris 
comes face to face with 180 of the world's most dangerous snakes!

G CC

9:35 UP-LS Civics, 
History

Australia's Prime Ministers Edmund Barton This series profiles Australia's leaders, featuring career highlights and giving insights into the different eras in 
which they lead the nation. This episode features Edmund Barton.

G CC
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10:05 MP-UP History, 
English

My Place 1888 Victoria 1888 - Victoria and her family have just moved into the terrace house that her father has built. She'll do 
anything to ensure that they stay there forever - including witchcraft.

G CC

10:30 UP-LS History Horrible Histories A pirate captain worries about early bedtime, a soldier from World War I struggles to cook with fake food, and 
the four King Georges form a boyband.

G Ceefax

Thurs 9 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Miriwoong How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Cha Cha Learn a cha-cha-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Dot O accidentally pops I?s incredibly important dot. Can his friends fix it? This episode has fun with the short O 
sound and the words pop, cod, dot, cop, pot, pod and dot.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Off We Go Five and friends set off on a rhyming romp through field and forest but they keep getting mixed up! Learn how 
to keep numbers in order and find missing numbers with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad My Better Half When symmetrical objects become vandalised, Olive and Otto must figure out why. G

9:30 P Science Our Animals Koala Koalas are a special type of marsupial that live high in the canopy of gum trees where they eat leaves and sleep 
for most of the day.

G CC

9:30 P Indigenous 
Languages

Languages Of Our Land Episode 2 Jingeri, learn the Aboriginal language of Yugambeh word for King Parrot ? Billin Billin. G

9:35 P HASS, HSIE What's For Dinner? At Matteo's Place Welcome to Matteo's place, where he and his family show us that courage, determination and a good manager 
make all the difference when it comes to making your own Italian pasta sauce from scratch!

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors investigate what happens when blood is full of oxygen by whisking up a blood smoothie! G CC

10:10 LS-MS Geography Exploration India The Ganges Dua, Amalia and Nayan are in Patna. They meet a local scientist as they travel along the river, and discuss how 
the river is deemed sacred to Hindus and a lifeline to local people who use the river to irrigation.

G CC

10:25 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 UP-MS PDHPE Explainer Hacks How Puberty Changes Our Brain Lee is joined by stop-motion superstar Matt Willis to explore what happens to our brains as we grow. Lee 
challenges Matt to create something that shows us what the brain looks like before and after puberty. 

G CC

10:55 UP-LS PDHPE What's The Point Of Trying To Manage My Anxiety? Aya is stressed about a talk she's giving tomorrow so dials radio host, singer and songwriter, Avneesha to 
understand some practical ways in which she manages anxiety.

G CC

Fri 10 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Ngarigu How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Tutting Learn about tutting in a street dance-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Pen P, E and N take on a pesky pen, who can draw anything it wants to escape them. This episode introduces the 
letter E and the words pen, peg and pet.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks How To Count It's a lovely day for a picnic but one of the flapjacks is missing! Is there a Flapjack-snaffler on the loose or has 
Three forgotten what Numberblocks do best? Learn how to count and get it right with the number friends.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad The Cafalons Olive and Otto are called in to help when objects and, eventually, people start disappearing inside an Italian 
restaurant.

G

9:30 LP-MP English ABC Education Story Time - NEW Accidentally Kelly Street Accidentally Kelly Street, a book by Briony Stewart, read to you by teacher, Georgia. G

9:35 UP-LS Arts Draw With Will Loud House Will draws his fellow comic-book fan Lincoln Loud. G

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! Dr Chris swallows a super cool camera pill to follow the journey that food makes through his body. And Dr 
Xand explains how strong our bones are.

G CC

10:10 LS-MS English Bertram Poppingstock: Problem Solver Improving Your Writing 
Vocabulary

Bertram is invited to his former school to make a speech about improving vocabulary when writing. G CC

10:20 S English Life Sentence Punctuation This video explores basic grammar questions: When should you use a comma? How do you use quotation 
marks in your writing to show someone else is speaking? Many learners up to adult age struggle with these 

G CC

10:35 MP-LS English, 
Indigenous 

Grace Beside Me Black Hat's Treasure It's the first day of high school, and Fuzzy's teacher assigns the class an assignment to research the history of 
the Laurel Dale community. Fuzzy, Tui and Yar decide to find the buried loot of a local Indigenous bushranger.

G CC
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Mon 13 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Palawa Kani How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Grooves Learn about grooving in a fun routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Up U has the balloon ride of his life but doesn't know how to get back down. This episode introduces the letter U 
and the words up, cup, pup, pop, sum, mug and mud.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Shampolines Five and friends set off on a rhyming romp through field and forest but they keep getting mixed up! Learn how 
to keep numbers in order and find missing numbers with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Blob On The Job When a blob gets loose in Odd Squad headquarters, Olive and Otto compete against rival agents to catch it 
first.

G

9:30 LP-MP STEM, Arts Jiwi's Machines - NEW Changing the Lightbulb Jiwi's work on his rocket launchpad is interrupted by a faulty light bulb. Can he fix the mess before June arrives 
home with her latest beau?

G

9:35 P Science Space Kids Pluto Learn about the dwarf planet, Pluto. G CC

9:40 MP-UP Maths MathXplosion ...It's A Metamorphosis Marvel at the mystery as mathemagician Eric turns a bird into a fish! What's the secret to his shape-shifting 
trick? It's not magic...it's math!

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors take on their smelliest investigation yet when they find out how the shape, size and pong of your 
poo can tell you a lot about your health! 

G CC

10:10 MP-LS Science Full Proof Magnets Isabel lives on a barge, where they still have an old compass. Isabel experiments with magnets. G CC

10:25 MP-MS Science Science Max! Experiments At Large Antacid Rocket When antacid tablets mix with water, you get a chemical reaction. Phil harnesses this to make several 
variations on rockets! Plus, why acids and bases react and how to use chemistry to make light or instant 

G CC

10:45 UP-LS Maths, 
Science, D&T

Ecomaths Recycling In this episode, Stefan visits a vast recycling plant to explore how 2-D and 3-D shapes are used to sort and 
reuse rubbish, and visits a school that uses recycled objects in many different ways.

G CC

Tues 14 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wakka Wakka How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Ballet/Hip Hop Learn a ballet and hip hop-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Red Arrrr! R loves being a pirate, so she rustles up a ship and takes her crew on a ride. This episode introduces the 
letter R and the words rug, rod, rag, dig and red.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks The Whole of Me The Numberblocks show us what they are made of in a song and dance all about the parts that make a whole. 
Find out how to split numbers into smaller numbers with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Party Of 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 When people in town can no longer count down, Olive and Otto must uncover who is causing the problem and 
why.

G

9:30 LP-MP Geography, 
Science

George The Farmer Apples Join George the Farmer and his mates Simone and Ben as they investigate how apples are grown! You'll be 
amazed at the incredible technology used to ensure we have access to delicious, crispy apples year round.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP STEM What's Your Problem? The Exploding Lunchbox April's lunch keeps getting taken by a schoolyard bully. Joseph and his team plan to build the smallest, most 
explosive machine they've ever created, in order to distract the bully before they realise they've been pranked.

G CC

9:50 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors explain how we breathe, by inflating a real life pig's lung, and Dr Xand finds out all about the 
biological changes that happen when you hold your breath.

G CC

10:15 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN - NEW BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:40 UP-LS Geography, 
Science

Deep Dive Into Australia's Wild Odyssey Ecosystems and our Changing 
Climate

Rad delves further into understanding our ecosystems and the role changing climate patterns have on our 
environment with experts Tim Flannery and entomologist Tanya Latty and the valuable role of citizen science. 

G CC

Wed 15 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wiradjuri How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Bollywood Learn a Bollywood-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Hen H makes a hen, who lays an egg, which rolls away. The Alphablocks hop to it and give chase. This episode 
introduces the letter H and the words hen, hop, hum, men and hug.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks The Terrible Twos Double trouble as Four splits and a pair of tricky twins turn up, the Terrible Twos, who decide it's time to tickle 
their friends to pieces. Learn that numbers are all made of ones (sometimes twos) with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Oscar And The Oscarbots When several of Oscar's Oscarbots (robots made in his own image) become lost in town, Olive and Otto must 
help him find them.

G

9:30 MP-UP History The Gold Rush Life On The Goldfields Life on the goldfields wasn't as easy as some thought when they arrived off the boats to begin their luck at gold 
mining!

G CC

9:35 UP-LS Civics, 
History

Australia's Prime Ministers Alfred Deakin This series profiles Australia's leaders, featuring career highlights and giving insights into the different eras in 
which they lead the nation. This episode features Alfred Deakin.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors investigate how skin protects your body from extreme temperatures, by dipping their hands in a 
liquid so dangerous, it can freeze on contact.

G CC
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Date Level Subject Program Episode Synopsis Rating CC

0:00 MP-UP History Are You Tougher Than Your Ancestors? Moonta - Kernewek Lowender! In 1898 13 year old Cornish miner Robert Richards worked full time, attended night school, did chores and 
raced billy carts! Can Jack and Makayla finish all his jobs and still make it to the Moonta Goat Cart 

G CC

10:25 UP-LS History Horrible Histories The Tudors sing their family history, Bob explains the complete history of Rome in two minutes, and a mad 
Victorian gentleman eats King Louis XIV's mummified heart.

G Ceefax

Thu 16 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yakunytjatjara How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Jazz Learn a jazz-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Bop It's big bop night, but bass player B falls out with drummer D over musical differences. This episode introduces 
the letter B and the words bad, bug, bus, bin and bop.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Holes Five and friends discover a hole that makes their heads fall off! Learn how to count up and down and how to 
add to five with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Picture Day Otto and Olive must figure out why people in town are becoming plaid and striped. G

9:30 P Indigenous 
Languages

Languages Of Our Land Episode 3 Jingeri, learn the Aboriginal language of Yugambeh word for Echidna - Buneen. G

9:30 P Science Our Animals Wombat They might look cute, but wombats are tough animals with strong sturdy legs and thick skin. G CC

9:35 P HASS, HSIE What's For Dinner? At Meyron's Place Welcome to Meyron's place, where we see that food can be fun as well as delicious with a special volcano 
ga'at. What better way to top dinner than with a traditional African musical performance from uncle Taki!

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors reveal what lurks inside the bacteria on your teeth; Dr Chris uses a remote control car powered by 
his own wee and Dr Xand decides to get his Verucca treated!

G CC

10:10 LS-MS Geography Exploration India Rural Life The pupils meet a local expert on rural life in India and learn how India's extreme climate can be hazardous for 
subsistence farmers due to drought and flooding.

G CC

10:25 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 UP-MS PDHPE Explainer Hacks Identity and Belonging Lee is joined by paper-craft and prop-design guru Kitiya Palaskas to learn about identity and belonging. Lee 
challenges Kitiya to create something that shows who she is and where she belongs.

G CC

10:55 UP-LS PDHPE What's The Point Of Balancing My Screen Time? Aya calls creator and TikTok sensation JasmineTXO to get the lowdown on how to build healthy habits when it 
comes to screens and social media.

G CC

Fri 17 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yolnju How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Breakdance/Disco Learn a breakdance and disco-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Top When T gets stuck on top of a mountain, A, E, I, O and U come to the rescue. This episode has fun with the 
vowels and the words top, big, bag and bug.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Hide and Seek Five is so good at hide and seek, she can find the others without looking up from her book - but how? Learn 
how to add to five with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad A Case Of The Sing-Alongs When Mayor Macklemore catches a case of the Sing-A-Longs, Olive and Otto must discover the cause before 
the Mayor sings his way out of his job!

G

9:25 LP-MP English ABC Education Story Time - NEW Amma's Sari Amma's Sari, a book by Sandhya Parappukkaran, read to you by teacher, Miss Singh. G

9:35 UP-LS Arts Draw With Will Heroes Will creates a Superhero, focusing on how to draw a face before adding the all-important mask. G

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! Dr Chris and Dr Xand meet Larry, the vomiting robot; show you the power of puke and Dr Xand goes on an 
urgent emergency  mission on a motorbike to deliver blood to a hospital.

G CC

10:10 LS-MS English Bertram Poppingstock: Problem Solver Basic Spelling Rules Sir Professor Teacher has taken the internet hostage and Bertram has to complete a series of complex spelling 
challenges to stop him from shutting it down.

G CC

10:20 S English Life Sentence Sentence Structure This video for learners from Year 10 to adult explores the basic concept of sentence structure. Gil T. Mann is 
very close to learning the result of his court trial.

G CC

10:35 MP-LS English, 
Indigenous 

Grace Beside Me Yarn For Yar Fuzzy meets Bruce the boy spirit who has been watching Yar grow up and is angry that Fuzzy hasn't been 
supportive of Yar's uniqueness. He challenges Fuzzy to fix the situation before it's too late. 

G CC
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Date Level Subject Program Episode Synopsis Rating CC

Mon 20 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yugambeh How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Tap Dancers will learn tapping skills in today's class and tap their way down a cobblestone road. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Top When T gets stuck on top of a mountain, A, E, I, O and U come to the rescue. This episode has fun with the 
vowels and the words top, big, bag and bug.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Six The Numberblocks make a new friend who likes to roll the dice, and with Six in the mix, everything's a game. 
Learn all about the number 6 with Numberblock Six!

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Ms. O Uh-Oh When a Ms O from the past shows up at the office, Otto and Oscar must send her back to the day she came 
from or risk causing a time catastrophe.

G

9:30 LP-MP STEM, Arts Jiwi's Machines - NEW Recipe For Disaster Just as he is about to test his rocket launchpad for the first time, Jiwi is distracted by the most beautiful cake he 
has ever seen. Can he have June's new boyfriend's cake and eat it, too?

G

9:35 P Science Space Kids Reclaiming the Sky What would the sky look like if we turned out the lights on earth? G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors take a super close up look at how the eye works, and Dr Chris finds out what body fat does. G CC

9:40 MP-UP Maths MathXplosion That's So Twisted! Eric is tangled up with what seems to be a never - ending challenge. How will he make a set of linking rings 
from one strip of paper?

G CC

10:10 MP-LS Science Full Proof Sun Amanda lives in Sweden, a country where the sun almost never sets in the summer. Amanda wants to know 
why Swedish summers are always so light and the winters so dark.

G CC

10:25 MP-MS Science Science Max! Experiments At Large Pumpkin Drop How do you max out an egg drop? With pumpkins, of course! Material science is the focus of this episode: 
nitinol, ulexite, carbon nanotubes, hagfish slime, aerogel and a great deal of squashed pumpkins.

G CC

10:45 UP-LS Maths Ecomaths Saving Energy In this episode, Stefan vists a brand new hospital in London where he learns about measuring and controlling 
temperature and visits a school that uses data collection to run an energy saving campaign.

G CC

Tues 21 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Miriwoong How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Creative/Ballet Dancers are going to express ourselves today through Ballet and Creative Movement and showcase our skills in 
a snow covered forest.

G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Fred When a flying saucer crash-lands, F makes a new friend who is a long way from home. This episode introduces 
the letter F and the words fog, fun, fin and fan.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Seven It's a rainy day for a picnic, but when lucky number Seven appears, everything comes up rainbows. Learn all 
about the number 7 with Numberblock Seven!

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Skip Day When Olive catches a case of The Skips and goes missing, rookie agent Otto must solve his first case by himself. G

9:30 LP-MP Geography, 
Science

George The Farmer Chickpeas Join George the Farmer and his mates Simone and Ben as they investigate chickpeas at harvest time. Did you 
know that chickpeas have superpowers? 

G CC

9:35 MP-UP STEM What's Your Problem? The Planet Saver Ava wants her family to do more to help stop climate change. Specifically, she thinks they can start taking 
shorter showers and stop making unnecessarily short car trips - Joseph and his team have a few surprising 

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! Dr Chris uses a tiny camera to reveal what happens in his throat when he swallows food and Dr Xand enters a 
special chamber that removes sensory data from his brain.

G CC

10:15 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN - NEW BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:40 UP-LS Science Deep Dive Into Australia's Ocean Odyssey Marine Life Director of Australia's Ocean Odyssey Nick Robinson talks about clown fish life cycle and their relationship with 
anemones. He then explains how hundreds of turtles are born but only a lucky few survive to return years 

G CC

Wed 22 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Ngarigu How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance KPOP/Tap Get Ready to Learn the KPop/Tap Combo G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Lips Five little Alphablocks are jumping on the bed, can L's lullaby get them to sleep? This episode introduces the 
letter L and the words log, lid, bed, ted, hug, cot, nap and lips.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Eight Numberland is rocked by the arrival of superblock Eight, known to his friends and fans as Octoblock. Learn all 
about the number 8 with Numberblock Eight!

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad The Great Grinaldi Otto rushes to finish a case so he can see his favourite magician, The Great Grinaldi, perform. G

9:30 MP-UP History The Gold Rush The Eureka Stockade The democracy all Australians enjoy today began at the goldfields, but how? Ronan guides students through 
the events that led up to the Eureka Stockade at Bakery Hill in Ballarat.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors take a closer look inside their ears to prove how earwax has a really important job to do. 
Meanwhile over in Accidents and Emergency, one patient has injured her toe.

G CC

9:35 UP-LS History Australia's Prime Ministers John Christian Watson This series profiles Australia's leaders, featuring career highlights and giving insights into the different eras in 
which they lead the nation. This episode features John Christian Watson.

G CC
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Date Level Subject Program Episode Synopsis Rating CC

10:05 MP-UP History Are You Tougher Than Your Ancestors? Mina - Olympia! Former world record holder Wilhelmina "Mina" Wylie, along with friend Fanny Durack, were Australia's first 
female Olympians, swimming their way to victory at the 1912 Stockholm Games. Can Sienna and Paige beat 

G CC

10:30 UP-LS History Horrible Histories A priest makes a piano from live pigs, Emperor Caligula declares war on the sea, and discover disgusting beauty 
tips from Ancient Egypt.

PG Ceefax

Thu 23 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Palawa Kani How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Country Dancers will learn how to dance Country and perform it in the wild, wild west! G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Hill L and friends discover that bathtime is more fun when you double up and ride your bathtub down a hill. This 
episode introduces the double letters LL, SS and FF and the words tub, hill, doll, bell, mess, miss, kiss and off.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Nine Numberblock Nine arrives in Numberland, finds a friend in Four, sings a song about squares and sneezes! Learn 
all about the number 9 with Numberblock Nine!

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad The Trouble With Centigurps When Otto accidentally releases 100 small furry creatures in headquarters, he recruits Oscar to help get them 
back before Ms O finds out.

G

9:30 P Indigenous 
Languages

Languages Of Our Land Episode 4 Jingeri, learn the Aboriginal language of Yugambeh word for Magpie - Kulamburran. G

9:30 P Science Our Animals Emu Emus are big flightless birds with a long neck and a plumage of thick, shaggy feathers. See how stripy emu 
chicks hatch out of big blue eggs, and then grow quickly into tall, strong adults.

G CC

9:35 P HASS, HSIE What's For Dinner? At Jemma's Place Welcome to Jemma's farm! They say you can't make an omelette without cracking a few eggs and boy would 
they be right! Join Jemma at her family's egg farm as they enjoy a meal from paddock to plate. Anyone for a 

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors show you the awesome work that goes on inside your liver. Meanwhile over in Accidents and 
Emergency, one patient has a massive lip from an allergic reaction.

G CC

10:10 LS-MS Geography Exploration India Work Dua, Amalia and Nayan explore city life in Bangalore, India. Bangalore is known as the Silicon Valley of India 
and it attracts young Indian people to seek work and careers there.

G CC

10:20 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 UP-MS PDHPE Explainer Hacks Recognising and Naming Emotions Lee is joined by henna and jagua artist Fathiah Raihan to make sense of emotions. Lee challenges Fathiah to 
create something that helps with naming and understanding emotions. 

G CC

10:55 UP-LS PDHPE What's The Point In Staying Physically Active? Aya is finding it difficult to fit physical activity into a busy schedule. She calls Troy Firebrace, a Yorta Yorta / Dja 
Dja Wurrung artist, to learn about daily movement to keep healthy. 

G CC

Fri 24 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wakka Wakka How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Bhara/Hip Hop Learn a Bharatanatyam and hip-hop-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Van V vrooms in and takes jaybird J on a musical road trip to help her learn how to fly. This episode introduces the 
letters J and V and the words van, jog, jig, jug, vet and jet.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Ten Ten turns up to tell the team what it's like to be a perfect ten-block. Learn all about the number 10 with 
Numberblock Ten!

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Totally Odd Squad In a flashback episode, Ms O tells the story of how she defeated a villain called the Patternista back when she 
was an agent.

G

9:30 LP-MP English, 
Languages

ABC Education Story Time - NEW Be Careful Xiao Xin (English 
Version)

Be Careful, Xiao Xin!, a book by Alice Pung, read to you by teacher, FangNi. This book is read in English. G

9:35 UP-LS Arts Draw With Will Robots Will creates a Robot with loads of details to make it unique. G

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors prove that we all have invisible ink inside our bodies, and Dr Xand sees head lice removed with a 
vacuum cleaner! 

G CC

10:10 LS-MS English Bertram Poppingstock: Problem Solver Spelling For Effect Bertram's video blog about spelling for humour and characterisation doesn't seem very popular - until one of 
his fans invites him to do a stand-up comedy routine!

G CC

10:20 S English Life Sentence Tense & Number Agreement Learners from Year 10 to adult can struggle with conjugation and tense agreement. It all sounds like utter 
linguistic jargon to Gil T. Mann. But these are actually core grammar concepts we use every day when writing 

G CC

10:30 MP-LS English, 
Indigenous 

Grace Beside Me Sorry Fuzzy and Cat get into a heated debate about the significance of Sorry Day but it's Fuzzy who crosses the line 
by calling Cat names. Things escalate when Fuzzy makes it her mission to beat Cat in the class president 

G CC
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Mon 27 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wiradjuri How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Hula Learn a Hula-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Party When the Alphablocks party is a flop, superhero Exciting X comes to the rescue. This episode has fun with the 
words sag, sad and sax.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Just Add One One's idea of fun is singing, dancing and making friends by adding One! Learn to count to 10 by adding one 
with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad How To Interrogate A Unicorn When characters escape their books in the library, Olive and Otto must figure out how and why it's happening 
and put a stop to it.

G

9:30 UP Mini Lessons: Science Primary Years 5-6: Material World - Slime In this lesson, you will learn what happens when we combine different materials to make a new mixture or 
substance. Mrs Carmeli will show you some simple investigations, to determine which materials are best for 

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Maths MathXplosion The Perfect Square Using non-standard measurement units and anthropometric proportionality ratios, this episode reinforces the 
notion that reliable units can be derived from representational objects in the everyday world.

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors use real stomach acid to do a gross experiment to reveal how your digestion process starts and Dr 
Chris proves that the younger you are the more sounds you can hear! 

G CC

10:10 MP-LS Science Full Proof Floating/Sinking 11-year-old Jacob lives on the coast of Sweden & loves sailing his boat on the sea. Jacob does all kinds of tests 
in the water and around it. He discovers that floating and sinking are all about density and upwards pressure.

G CC

10:25 MP-MS Science Science Max! Experiments At Large Gravity Boat Phil tries to max-out a boat that propels itself using just water and gravity. We pour over water specifically and 
fluids in general. Heavy air, fluid sand, Archimedes and the metric system; this overflows with science!

G CC

10:45 UP-LS Maths Ecomaths Rainwater Harvesting In this episode targeted at the Primary maths curriculum, Stefan visits a huge hi-tech greenhouse in Kent to 
learn how much rain can be collected from a roof using ideas of conservation of volume and calculating area.

G CC

Tues 28 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yakunytjatjara How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance KPOP 2 Learn a KPOP-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Web Exciting X has a new fan - but is the world ready for Wonder W? This episode introduces the letters W and X, 
and the words web, ox, bog, box, six and wet.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Blast Off! Ten promises to take the others on a trip to the moon but blasts off on her own. How will they get there? Find 
out which pairs of numbers add to make ten with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad The Briefcase When Ms O's important briefcase is stolen by a shape shifter, Olive and Otto must get it back. G

9:30 LP-MP Geography, 
Science

George The Farmer Dairy Join George the Farmer and his mates Simone and Ben as they investigate where delicious dairy products like 
milk and yoghurt really come from. 

G CC

9:35 MP-UP STEM What's Your Problem? The Game-Snacker Either Rashid needs three arms, or a machine that can feed him snacks while he is gaming! Joseph and his 
team are on the case, and it's going to take a lot of wheely fun experimentation. 

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors show that your breath is just as unique as your fingerprints and go behind the scenes of medical 
drama 'Casualty' to see how they make fake body parts look realistic. 

G CC

10:15 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN - NEW BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:40 UP-LS Science Deep Dive Into Australia's Ocean Odyssey Interconnectedness Of Land And 
Sea

Emily Jateff from Australian National Maritime Museum discusses how our plastic waste impacts sea birds and 
how DMS gas released from plankton creates a circular connection between land and sea.

PG CC

Wed 29 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yolnju How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Jazz/Cha Cha Today we're going to mash up Jazz and Cha Cha G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Wig O meets a wig and thinks it's the cutest pet he has ever seen. This episode has fun with IG and the words wig, 
dig, pig and big.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Counting Sheep Six tries to get the cheeky sheep to sleep and discovers that two (or three) heads are better than one. Learn 
how to share 6 into equal parts with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Best Seat In The House Olive and Otto battle Oren and Olaf for the best chairs at Odd Squad while Ms O and Oscar run a top secret 
mission.

G

9:30 UP-LS History Bushrangers What is a Bushranger? Bushrangers were criminals who lived in the Australian bush. Learn about the different eras of bushranging, 
the types of crimes they committed and why some people supported bushrangers.

G CC

9:35 UP-LS Civics, 
History

Australia's Prime Ministers George Reid This series profiles Australia's leaders, featuring career highlights and giving insights into the different eras in 
which they lead the nation. This episode features George Reid.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! Dr Chris and Dr Xand show you an awesome trick to amaze your friends with and reveal another way your 
body heals itself if you get injured. The doctors also look at some of their best bits of Operation Ouch so far.

G CC

10:05 MP-UP History Are You Tougher Than Your Ancestors? Kadli - The Big Match In 1832, 13 year old Kadli was chosen as the best player of the match during a Kaurna game of Parntu. Can our 
modern footballers Ray Ray and Jaikye match his skills to win the best and fairest title?

G CC
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10:30 UP-LS History Horrible Histories An evil Greek god appears on a daytime chat show, a rich Georgian swaps his wife with a peasant, and we 
meet some weird medieval monsters.

PG Ceefax

Thu 30 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yugambeh How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Hip Hop/Tap Today we're going to mash up Hip Hop  and Tap G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Rainbow When they find a musical rainbow, the Alphablocks sing and dance their way to a multicoloured land. This 
episode has fun with UN and OG and the words wet, run, fun, sun, dog, fog and log.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Double Trouble Twos One explores the Double Dungeon of Doom in search of the golden apples, doubling herself all the way up to 
Octoblock. Learn how to double and halve numbers up to 8 with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Agent Obfusco Olive and Otto become concerned when they find out their Odd Squad test is being administered by Agent 
Obfusco - a mysterious agent who speaks only in word problems.

G

9:30 P Indigenous 
Languages

Languages Of Our Land Episode 5 Jingeri, learn the Aboriginal language of Yugambeh word for Turtle - Pingin. G

9:30 P Science Our Animals Echidna Echidnas are small and shy animals that like to hide under bushes and in burrows. Learn about how echidnas 
find food, protect themselves from predators, find mates and look after their babies.

G CC

9:35 P HASS, HSIE What's For Dinner? At Elias' Place Join us for a fantastic Greek Cypriot feast with Elias and his family! Warning - there's a lot of cheese involved 
and a traditional dinner game at stake!

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors reveal how much power there is in your farts; Dr Chris trains as a nurse on a ward full of robotic 
patients.

G CC

10:10 LS-MS Geography Exploration India Urban Life Dua and Amalia explore the impact of urbanisation on Bangalore, India. They meet Chandra, a local geographer 
who shows them how urbanisation has engulfed villages and created narrow streets and densely built housing.

G CC

10:25 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:50 UP-MS PDHPE Explainer Hacks Building Resilience Lee is joined by David Booth aka Ghostpatrol to tackle the topic of resilience. Lee challenges David to create 
something that reminds us of the four key things that help build resilience.  

G CC

Fri 31 May

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Miriwoong How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Swing Today we're going to learn about Swing Dancing G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Zap Z likes a good snooze, filling the air with floaty zeds. This episode introduces the letters Y and Z and the words 
zap, yak, yap, yell, jazz and zigzag.

G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks The Three Threes When Nine needs a helping hand, he turns into a talented trio of circus blocks, the Three Threes. Learn how to 
share 9 into equal parts with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Life Of Brian When a miffed O'Brian won't let Olive access the tubes, she has to solve the mystery of what she did to upset 
him.

G

9:30 LP-MP English ABC Education Story Time - NEW Australia Under the Sea 1,2,3 Australia Under the Sea 1 2 3, a book by Frané Lessac, read to you by teacher, Mrs Pawlowicz. G

9:35 UP-LS Arts Draw With Will Gumball Will draws Gumball Watterson from The Amazing World of Gumball, and teaches you how to ink! G

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors reveal how far your heart can pump blood and meet a life-saving dog. In  Accidents and 
Emergency one patient's face is swollen with a dental abscess.

G CC

10:10 LS-MS English Bertram Poppingstock: Problem Solver Structural Elements Bertram Poppingstock is as determined as ever to save the world from his latest archrival - an evil media mogul 
manipulating the news to serve her own diabolical agenda.

G CC

10:25 MP-LS English Bringing Books to Life Wolven Presenter and actor Ceallach Spellman reads extracts from 'Wolven' by Di Toft as part of the 'Bringing Books to 
Life' series. He explains why he loves the book, how it captured his imagination and why he enjoys reading.

G CC

10:30 MP-LS English, 
Indigenous 

Grace Beside Me Milka's Secret When Min and Esther are forced to move in with Nan, Pop and Fuzzy, the house becomes a little cramped. Nan 
and Min are getting on each other's nerves while Esther is struggling to cope with the big changes around her. 

G CC
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Date Level Subject Program Episode Synopsis Rating CC

Mon 3 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Ngarigu How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

MP-UP Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Jazz/Grooves Today we're going to learn about Jazz and Groves mash up G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Box B, O and X discover a box filled with everything they need to put on a performance of Sleeping Beauty. This 
episode has fun with lots of letters - and the words box, hag, red, ted and bed.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Odds and Evens The Numberblocks play an exciting game of bounceball - and it's the Even Tops versus the Odd Blocks. Learn 
about odd and even numbers with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Whatever Happened To Agent Oz Olive tells Otto the story of what happened to Octavia's partner, Agent Oz. G

9:30 MP-UP Maths Mini Lessons: Science Primary Years 5-6: Earth and Space - The 
Solar System

In this lesson, you will learn about the planets in our solar system, how they orbit the Sun and where the Earth 
is positioned. Mrs Carmeli will also show you how to make a scale drawing of a planet.

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Maths MathXplosion The Power Of The Power Of 2! Mathemagician Eric demonstrates the amazing power of two that can turn one gold coin into over one billion 
coins in one month. It's not magic...it's math!

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors reveal what comes out of your mouth when you cough, Dr Xand gets a front row seat at a life-
changing operation.

G CC

10:10 MP-LS Science Full Proof Acid Petra gathers lots of berries & wants to know what makes the berries sour & what sourness actually is. She 
does all kinds of experiments to find out more but the best experiment can only be seen when it's dark.

G CC

10:25 MP-MS Science Science Max! Experiments At Large Friction Slide Who'd have thought something as simple as a wooden ramp could teach so much about science? Of course, 
it's helpful when it's 2 stories tall. Explore friction with frogs, rice, one detective and two books stuck together!

G CC

10:45 UP-LS Maths Ecomaths Reducing Car Use In this episode targeted at the Primary maths curriculum, Stefan explores alternatives to car use by pedaling a 
rickshaw across Bristol and constructs simple equations to calculate the carbon cost of a new cycle way.

G CC

Tues 4 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Palawa Kani How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Ballet/Tutting Dancers will be mashing up Ballet and Tutting and show their balancing skills on floating rocks. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Quick Q sings I Need U, but she can't do it on her own, so unwilling U lends a hand. This episode introduces the letter 
Q, the pair QU and the words quack, quiz, quick and quit.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Fluffies One finds a friendly furball, two of them tickle Two and soon Numberland is full of fun and fluffies! Have fun 
counting and learning how to make sevens with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad The Jackies Ms O and her team will stop at nothing to win their very first Jackie Award. G

9:30 LP-MP D&T, Science Maddie's Do You Know? How Does it Work? Starlight Maddie visits a planetarium to learn how stars work. She discovers that stars are made in space by dust and 
gas and when they press together, they get really hot - and light up!

G CC

9:35 MP-UP STEM What's Your Problem? The Dish-Doer There is no dishwasher at Pataka's house, so he has to spend his trampolining time cleaning up instead. Joseph 
and his team need to build a machine that can wash and dry dishes so that Pataka and his mum can relax.

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors reveal how you taste with your nose as well as your tongue and Dr Chris discovers how 3D printing 
works when he prints his own skull.

G CC

10:10 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN - NEW BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:35 MP-UP Science Deep Dive Into Australia's Ocean Odyssey Humans Working To Protect And 
Regenerate Marine Environments

Drs Adriana Verges and Ziggy Marzinelli discuss segments from Australia's Ocean Odyssey on how important 
kelp forests are for pulling carbon and the work they are doing to reforest crayweed in Sydney in Operation 

G CC

Wed 5 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wakka Wakka How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

MP-UP Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Breakdance/Ballet In today's class, dancers will be combining Breakdance with Ballet and will perform the finale on a cool 
spaceship!

G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks A to Z Meet all the Alphablocks from A to Z! This episode introduces all the Alphablocks and their letter sounds. G CC

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks The Two Tree The Numberblocks find a magic two-tree and play an action-packed game of throwing twos. Learn all about 
adding and taking away in twos with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Invasion Of The Body Switchers When Ms O and Oscar accidentally switch bodies, Olive and Otto must set things right before the entire Odd 
Squad team finds out what happened.

G

9:25 MP-UP History Bushrangers The Convict Bushrangers The majority of Australia's first bushrangers were convicts who escaped harsh punishment working in chain 
gangs or penal stations. When these convicts escaped, they had to find a way to survive in the Australian bush.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP Civics, 
History

Australia's Prime Ministers Andrew Fisher This series profiles Australia's leaders, featuring career highlights and giving insights into the different eras in 
which they lead the nation. This episode features Andrew Fisher.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors fill their bladders - quite literally - to show what happens when you go for a wee. Dr Chris meets a 
robot that can zap bad cells.

G CC

10:05 MP-UP History Are You Tougher Than Your Ancestors? Lennie - Lennie The Legend In 1932, 9 year old Lennie Gwyther and his pony Ginger Mick travelled 1,000 kilometres from South Gippsland 
to Sydney to see the opening of the Sydney Harbour Bridge. Can Gracey and Mikey complete 24 hours of his 

G CC
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Date Level Subject Program Episode Synopsis Rating CC

10:30 UP-LS History Horrible Histories The Houses Of Parliament in London smell of poo, Cinderella struggles with the Blitz, and Helen of Troy reveals 
her complicated love life.

PG Ceefax

Thurs 6 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wiradjuri How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Swing/Grooves Today we're going to learn about Swing Dancing and Grooves mash up G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks ABC Singing the alphabet song should be as easy as A, B, C for the Alphablocks, shouldn't it? This episode has fun 
with the whole alphabet and their letter names.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Numberblock Castle One, Two, Three and Four are off on a castle exploring adventure, with a little help from the friends they make 
along the way. Learn how to make numbers up to 10 by adding with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad The Odd Antidote When Ms O has bizarre side effects after being sprayed by a weird plant, Olive and Otto must travel around 
town finding the correct measurements of the ingredients for the medicine to cure her.

G

9:30 P Indigenous 
Languages

Languages Of Our Land Episode 6 Jingeri, learn the Aboriginal language of Yugambeh word for Kangaroo - Muni. G

9:30 P Science Our Animals Dingo The dingo is a species of wild dog native to Australia. Dingoes are found all over the Australian mainland, and 
they come in many different colours. They are related to other dogs like wolves, jackals and domestic dogs. 

G CC

9:35 P HASS, HSIE What's For Dinner? At Nadia's Place Welcome to Nadia's place and her Polish Vegetarian family. Join them as they hunt, gather and create their 
polish feast. There's also a surprise visit from her grandparents.

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors try to trick their body temperatures and Dr Xand tries to stop his body giving him away when he 
tells fibs in a lie detector test.

G CC

10:10 LS-MS Geography Exploration India India Tomorrow Dua, Amalia and Nayan meet children who have been given a unique opportunity to escape poverty and 
receive a first class education. They meet Puneeth, Vijayalakshmi and James.

G CC

10:25 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 UP-MS PDHPE Explainer Hacks Managing Screen Time Lee is joined by Max and Zoe from That Paper Joint to figure out how to balance screen time. Lee challenges 
Max and Zoe to create something that helps us learn about good screen time habits. 

G CC

Fri 7 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yakunytjatjara How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Locking 2 Learn about Locking in a Hip-Hop-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Band When B and D can't agree, the band splits up and the Alphablocks have a battle of the bands. This episode has 
fun with the words din, fab, jab, fix and band.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Ten Green Bottles One of the bottles in Ten's collection accidentally falls off the wall, setting off a spectacular numbery 
hullabaloo. Learn to count down from ten by taking one away with the Numberblocks.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad The One That Got Away The only thing that can bring Ms O's old partner O'Donahue out of retirement is the very thing that put him 
there in the first place: a mysterious villain and a case that's gone unsolved for years.

G

9:25 P Arts Know It Alls: Visual Art Photography Comedian Demi Lardner and Ruby go on a photography-finding mission to cram as many facts as they can at 
the National Gallery of Australia. One will snap under pressure and the other will focus on the Know It Alls 

G

9:35 UP-LS Arts Draw With Will Animals Will creates two animals using the same shapes, a cute cat and a ferocious lion! G

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors make an unusual type of cheese with Dr Xand's body bacteria, find out what to do if someone 
breaks their leg in First Aid, and Dr Chris meets a man with a bionic eye.

G CC

10:10 UP-LS English Poetic Devices Alliteration Discover what alliteration is and the impacts of this figurative language device on poetry using the poem 'Wise 
Wahoo' by teacher Jon.

G

10:15 LS-MS English Bertram Poppingstock: Problem Solver Visual Features Ever wondered how to create a killer publication layout? Come and explore the visual and interactive elements 
of media texts with the irrepressible Bertram Poppingstock.

G CC

10:25 MP-LS English Bringing Books to Life Jamie Johnson - The Kick Off Team GB & England Women's Football team player Eniola Aluko explains why she loves the book. Extracts 
from the book are read by England & Manchester City star Gareth Barry, with Dan Edwards demonstrating 

G CC

10:35 MP-LS English, 
Indigenous 

Grace Beside Me Hangi Sleepover Fuzzy is run off her feet trying to look after the elders that are visiting Nan. It has her wishing she could live a 
normal life with a normal family. Fuzzy escapes to Tui's house for a change of environment. 

G CC
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Date Level Subject Program Episode Synopsis Rating CC

Mon 10 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yolnju How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Bharatanatyam 2 Dancers will learn a Bharatanatyam routine and work together to keep their balance on a stage made up of 
floating rocks!

G

9:05 P English Alphablocks Wish G is growing wishes but U doesn't believe in them, until something very big happens. This episode has fun with 
UG and the words jug, rug, tug and bug.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Once Upon a Time Are you sitting comfortably? Then we'll begin a bedtime story all about the first five Numberblocks. G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Odd Outbreak Dr O takes the lead on the case of a strange medical crisis that causes chaos right in the middle of Odd Squad 
HQ.

G

9:30 MP-UP Maths Mini Lessons: Maths Years 3-6: Addition without 
Regrouping

In this lesson, Miss White teaches you how to complete formal addition problems without regrouping. She 
demonstrates how to set up and solve the addition questions correctly, and provides opportunities to have a 

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Maths MathXplosion Pop Up Paper! This episode introduces paper engineering: the art of following a specific sequence of origami folding 
instructions using a standard sheet of paper, a few cuts and reverse folds to construct a 3D object.

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors set fire to food (all in the name of science!), go to an asthma clinic, and in 'Ouch & About' the 
Ouch-Mobile opens its doors to solve more intriguing medical mysteries.

G CC

10:10 MP-LS Science Full Proof Static Electricity Iwan lives on Marken, a peninsula in a Dutch lake. Iwan wants to know what lightning is & does all kinds of 
experiments with static electricity.

G CC

10:20 MP-MS Science Science Max! Experiments At Large Mousetrap Boat Building a boat that propels itself with the spring tension of a mousetrap is just the start. How about a long line 
of rat traps? Propulsion and inertia are powering this episode as Phil explores how to make things go.

G CC

10:45 MP-MS Maths Ecomaths Reducing Food Waste In this episode targeted at the Primary maths curriculum Stefan visits a unique grocery in Manchester and 
learns how to reduce food waste by turning facts and figures into fractions and percentages.

G CC

Tues 11 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yugambeh How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Hula 2 Today we're going to learn about the Hula G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Snowman It's snowing! The Alphablocks whip up a wondrous winter wonderland, but can they get Mr Snowman to the 
North Pole in time? This episode has fun with the words man, fun, sun, fan, tan, van and men.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Blockzilla Coming now to a screen near you: the monster tale of a colossal creature who really, really likes bigger 
numbers.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad The Perfect Lunch Olive and Otto help Ms O host a lunch for some very important but easily offended guests. G

9:30 P Maths Maddie's Do You Know? How is it Made? Stop Frame 
Animation

Maddie heads to an animation studio to see how a special type of film called a stop frame animation film is 
made using puppets.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP STEM What's Your Problem? The Compost Thrower Composting is awesome, but it's also a bit yucky. Joseph and his team need to help Cassie get the food scraps 
from the kitchen to the compost bin outdoors without touching any mouldy food or wriggly worms.

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The doctors reveal what happens when blood vessels get blocked, Dr Xand goes for some physiotherapy, 
emergency services help a man with chest pain.

G CC

10:10 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN - NEW BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 MP-MS Geography, 
Indigenous H 

Many Lands, Many Seasons Fitzroy Valley Come visit the Fitzroy Valley in Western Australia and discover three seasonal calendars of the Walmajarri, 
Bunuba and Gooniyandi people. 

G CC

Wed 12 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Miriwoong How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Disco/Tutting In todays program we're going to mash up Disco and Tutting G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Moon The Alphablocks land on the moon but they don't have a rocket to get them back home. This episode has fun 
with the OO letter team and the words moon, foot, hoot and boot.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks The Numberblocks Express All aboard for a riotous railway ride as the Numberblocks try to stop a runaway train. G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Rise Of The Hyrdaclops In order to save humanity, Olive and Otto must locate a treasure chest that Oscar buried. G

9:25 UP-LS History Bushrangers The Golden Era of Bushranging During the gold rush, bushranging flourished in New South Wales and the newly formed colony of Victoria. 
Explore bushranger objects at the National Museum of Australia and learn about the Eugowra gold escort 

G CC

9:35 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! Dr Chris and Dr Xand have First Aid tips as they show you what to do if someone chokes. G CC

9:35 UP-LS History Australia's Prime Ministers Joseph Cook This series profiles Australia's leaders, featuring career highlights and giving insights into the different eras in 
which they lead the nation. This episode features Joseph Cook.

G CC

10:05 MP-UP History Are You Tougher Than Your Ancestors? Hahndorf - Pioneer Living German 
Style!

In 1850, 12 year old Thekla Staude regularly trekked 26 kilometres from her home in Hahndorf village to sell 
her handmade produce at market in Adelaide. Will Maeve and Harper complete the long walk to market to 

G CC
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Date Level Subject Program Episode Synopsis Rating CC

10:30 UP-LS History Horrible Histories The Saxons exchange disgusting Christmas presents, a caveman goes on a TV cookery show, and we discover 
the bizarre causes of World War I.

PG Ceefax

Thurs 13 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Ngarigu How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Country 2 Dancers will learn how to dance Country and perform it in the wild, wild west! G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Hat T can't wait for the tea party, but his tip-top new top hat blows away in the wind. Catch that hat! This episode 
has fun with the words hat, fan, pet, bat, zap, yap and tap.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Fruit Salad Welcome to the fabulous fun fruit factory, where Three's super fruit-sorting machines aren't giving her any 
fruit.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad O Is Not For Old The agents throw a surprise party for Ms O. G

9:30 P English, 
Indigenous 

Grandpa Honeyant Storytime Sam's Bush Journey A city boy named Sam doesn't like the bush. Find out how Sam changes his mind when he visits his nanna. G CC

9:30 P Indigenous 
Languages

Languages Of Our Land Episode 7 Jingeri, learn the Aboriginal language of Yugambeh word for Dolphin - Gowonda. G

9:35 P HASS, HSIE What's For Dinner? At Charlie's Place Welcome to Charlie's place, where her indigenous Yorta Yorta roots mean that what they eat is sourced from 
the land around them. See how Charlie uses native plants and big flavours to take you on an indigenous food 

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors reveal the surprising secret behind the speed of your nerves, Dr Xand finds out what happens if 
you don't wash your hands.

G CC

10:20 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 UP-MS PDHPE Explainer Hacks Understanding Autism or ADHD Lee is joined by expressionist artist Rianna Thomas to understand neurodivergence. Lee challenges Rianna to 
create something that expresses what it's like living with autism and ADHD.

G CC

Fri 14 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Palawa Kani How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Jazz 2 Today we're going to learn about Jazz style G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Key C thinks her brother K is copying her when she hears him making her sound, but it turns out that they both 
make the same sound. They decide to hold a contest.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Zero When there's nothing there to count and none is the amount, nobody does it better than Zero. G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Dance Like Nobody's Watching When the alarm system at Headquarters is triggered, Olive, Otto, Ms O, and Oscar must avoid a series of booby 
traps in order to shut it off.

G

9:25 P Arts Know It Alls: Visual Art Modernism Aylin and Comedian Demi Lardner transport themselves to the ground-breaking world of Modernist Art and 
delve into colour, shapes and composition. Who will paint their way to success at the National Gallery of 

G

9:35 UP-LS Arts Draw With Will Football Will creates a footballer to show speedy movement and includes many of the lessons we've already learned for 
faces, eyes and expressions.

G

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors reveal where your blood comes from, Dr Chris meets a patient undergoing life-changing brain 
surgery, and a mind-bending trick to test the powers of concentration.

G CC

10:10 UP-LS English Poetic Devices Imagery Discover what imagery is and the impacts of this figurative language device on poetry using the poem 'My 
Tree' by Year 6 student Jack.

G

10:15 UP-MS English Elmore's Grammar Workshop Izzy Learns About Clauses When Izzy struggles to organise all of her great ideas for her school's 'grammar battle', Elmore enthusiastically 
offers helpful tips on how to construct effective sentences. 

G CC

10:25 MP-LS English Bringing Books to Life My Naughty Little Sister Actress Aimee Kelly reads extracts from 'My Naughty Little Sister' by Dorothy Edwards, explaining why she 
loves the book, how it captured her imagination as a child and why she loves to read.

G CC

10:30 MP-LS English, 
Indigenous 

Grace Beside Me Grace It's the anniversary of Grace's death and Fuzzy wants to know more about how her mum died and why she 
hasn't appeared to Fuzzy yet. Distracted and disheartened, Fuzzy gets lost on a class field trip to Lola's forest. 

G CC
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Date Level Subject Program Episode Synopsis Rating CC

Mon 17 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wakka Wakka How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Swing/KPOP In todays class we're going to learn how to mash up Swing and KPOP G

9:05 P English Alphablocks Odd O goes through the magnifying glass to where the trees are square, the grass is blue and nonsense words make 
friendly monsters. This episode introduces nonsense words.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Now We Are Six To Ten Are you sitting comfortably? Then we'll begin a bedtime story all about Numberblocks Six to Ten. G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Recipe For Disaster Olive and Otto explain to Ms O how a case went wrong, each in their own way. G

9:30 MP-UP Maths Mini Lessons: Maths Years 3-6: Addition with 
Regrouping

In this lesson, Miss White teaches you how to complete formal addition problems involving regrouping. She 
demonstrates how to set up and solve the addition questions correctly, and provides opportunities to have a 

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! With the help of a opera singer, the Doctors reveal the hidden muscle that makes you breathe, Dr Xand heads 
to a DNA laboratory to solve  who stole his strawberry milk.

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Maths MathXplosion From 0 To Hero! What's the most powerful number in the universe? One billion? One trillion? One googol? It's zero! There's 
nothing to it! It's not magic...it's math!

G CC

10:10 MP-LS Science Full Proof Illusions Olivier enjoys playing tricks on people. His lower legs are missing but when he wears trousers & his prosthetic 
legs, nobody knows. It's a kind of illusion. But why do our senses sometimes get it wrong?

G CC

10:25 MP-MS Science Science Max! Experiments At Large Air Surfing Air is a fluid, just like water. That means you can surf it if you make a tumblewing. Phil explores lots of different 
methods of flight all while maxxing out the tumblewing.

G CC

10:45 MP-MS Maths Ecomaths Wood Fuel In this episode, Stefan heads into the woods of Sussex to explore sustainable energy and meets a group of 
students who use algebra to compare different types of energy.

G CC

Tues 18 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wiradjuri How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Jive Dancers will lean how to Jive and perform their routine on a breezy tropical island. G

9:05 P English Alphablocks Champ Cheer for CH and shout for SH as they compete to see who is the champion. This episode introduces the letter 
teams CH and SH and the words shop, chop, chip, ship, shin, chin, shed, mash, cash and sash. 

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Numberblobs Sing along to the Numberblobs counting song with the Numberblocks' favourite friends. G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Hold The Door When a young agent in training gets lost in headquarters, Olive and Otto must find him before Ms O finds out. G

9:30 LP-MP D&T, Science Maddie's Do You Know? How Does it Work? Electric Car Maddie visits an electric car factory. She learns how an electric car uses batteries and electricity to make the 
energy it needs to move.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP STEM What's Your Problem? The Sibling Distracter Pearl wants her younger sister Vida to stop coming into her bedroom and messing up her things. Joseph and 
his team have some very clever distraction-machines in mind.

G CC

9:50 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors reveal what happens when you get diarrhoea, Dr Xand gets his skates on and meets CBBC's 'Ice 
Stars' to investigate how they spin without getting dizzy.

G CC

10:15 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN - NEW BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:50 MP-MS Geography, 
Indigenous H 

Many Lands, Many Seasons Daly River Come visit Nauiyu, Daly River in the top end of the Northern Territory and discover the thirteen seasons of the 
Ngan'gi Seasons calendar. 

G CC

Wed 19 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yakunytjatjara How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Breakdance Today we're going to learn how to Breakdance G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Race It's race day and V is very, very fast. Will he vroom-vroom to victory? This episode has fun with all the 
Alphablocks and the words cab, dig, jet, moo, run and zoom.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Building Blocks The Numberblocks rescue a friendly alien who helps them build a tower to the stars. G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Flatastrophe Olive and Otto must stop Fladam, a villain with a vendetta against cubes. G

9:25 UP-LS History Bushrangers The Kelly Gang and the Demise of 
Bushranging

Bushranging declined in the 1870s and 1880s as Ned Kelly, our most famous bushranger, began his criminal 
life. At the State Library Victoria, we examine items relating to Ned Kelly and his gang.

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors test a theory to see if they can find out why skin goes wrinkly in the bath, meet a patient taking 
part in ground-breaking heart research, and test the power of your eyes. 

G CC

9:40 UP-LS History Australia's Prime Ministers Billy Hughes This series profiles Australia's leaders, featuring career highlights and giving insights into the different eras in 
which they lead the nation. This episode features Billy Hughes.

G CC

10:05 MP-UP History Are You Tougher Than Your Ancestors? Cameleers - The Original 'Ghan' 
Trains

In the early 1900s, teenage Afghan Aboriginal cameleer, William Satour, guided his father's camel train through 
some of Australia's toughest country. Can Ezekiel and Nathaniel deliver their cargo safely and on time?

G CC
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10:30 UP-LS History Horrible Histories A Victorian inspector checks that school is suitably cruel, HHTV News reports live from the Great Plague, and 
Thumbelina drowns in poo.

G Ceefax

Thurs 20 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yolnju How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Ballet Saute Dancers will be practicing their Sautes which means "to jump" in French. They'll be jumping their way into he 
finale in a cool, mystical world.

G

9:05 P English Alphablocks Thing The Alphablocks make a most wonderful thing - but what exactly is it? This episode introduces the letter team 
TH and the words thing, this, that, thick, thin and them.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Peekaboo! The number friends take turns hiding behind each other in a song and dance all about bigger and smaller. G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Puppet Show Olive and Otto have to crack a case in which a group of people have been turned into puppets. G

9:30 P English, 
Indigenous 

Grandpa Honeyant Storytime Magical Boomerang Cody has so much fun with an old boomerang that has amazing powers so legends say. G CC

9:30 P Indigenous 
Languages

Languages Of Our Land Episode 8 Jingeri, learn the Aboriginal language of Yugambeh word for Tree - Tullei. G

9:35 P HASS, HSIE What's For Dinner? At Muhammad's Place Welcome to Muhammad's place, where we go on a journey through Pakistan. Have you even seen a curry 
made with over 13 different herbs and spices? Well, buckle in for this taste sensation! 

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors look at your kidneys and reveal how these amazing cleaning machines work, the 'Ouch-Mobile' is 
open for more intriguing medical mysteries.

G CC

10:20 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 UP-MS PDHPE Explainer Hacks Getting a Good Night's Sleep Lee is joined by Yorta Yorta / Dja Dja Wurrung artist Troy Firebrace to explore the importance of sleep. Lee 
challenges Troy to create something that helps us remember how to get a good night's sleep.

G CC

10:55 UP-LS PDHPE What's The Point Of De-Stressing? Aya has a lot to juggle this week, so she calls AFLW premier superstar Libby Burch to figure out how to manage 
her stress. 

G CC

Fri 21 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yugambeh How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Disco Learn a disco-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 P English Alphablocks Bee In this song number, E shows us what one, two and more Es can do.

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Hiccups Every time Numberblock Nine hiccups, he falls to pieces - until the others find an unexpected cure. G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Mystic Egg Pizza With the help of Odd Squad, Delivery Debbie and Delivery Doug must figure out why their food is disappearing. G

9:25 P Arts Know It Alls: Visual Art Art In Landscape Comedian Cassie Workman and Orlando are learning all about art, and how sculptures can transform the 
landscapes. Who will be the model student at the National Gallery of Australia?

G CC

9:35 UP-LS Arts Draw With Will TMNT Will draws the fun loving Michelangelo holding his favourite food...Pizza! G

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors find out what happens when you eat with the help of a miniature Xand doll, test your ears and 
eyes in abaffling mind-bending trick,  Dr Chris fights infectious diseases.

G CC

10:10 UP-LS English Poetic Devices Metaphors Discover what a metaphor is and the impacts of this figurative language device on poetry using the poem 
'Adrift In Space' by Year 7 student Saniru.

G

10:15 UP-MS English Elmore's Grammar Workshop Izzy Learns Modality and 
Nominalisation

By using high modality language and nominalisation to improve the persuasiveness and strength of their 
presentations, Elmore is constructing a movie trailer and Izzy is trying to win a school debate. 

G CC

10:25 MP-LS English Bringing Books to Life Nelly The Monster Sitter Actress & comedian Sarah Hadland reads extracts from 'Nelly the Monster Sitter' by Kes Gray. She explains 
why she loves the book, how it captured her imagination, and why she loves to read.

G CC

10:30 MP-LS English, 
Indigenous 

Grace Beside Me The Sweetest Gift Desperate for a new bike, Fuzzy performs odd jobs to save money. Meanwhile Jesse suffers from stage fright 
auditioning for the school play.   

G CC
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Mon 24 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Miriwoong How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Country/Tap Learn a country and tap-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Sail L has promised to sing her friends a lovely lullaby, but she's a long way away and it's nearly sunset...This 
episode has fun with the AI letter team and the words snail, sail, nail, hail and pail.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks What's the Difference? Seven shows the others how to be lucky: ask a number friend to jump on your head, but how do you know 
which friend?

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad 6:00 to 6:05 Part 1 In this two part episode, dinosaurs break out of the dinosaur room in headquarters and Olive and Otto must 
travel back in time to save the day.

G

9:25 MP-UP Maths Mini Lessons: Maths Years 3-6: Subtraction without 
Regrouping

In this lesson, Miss White teaches how to complete formal subtraction problems without regrouping. She 
demonstrates how to set up and solve the subtraction questions correctly, and provides opportunities to have 

G CC

9:35 MP-UP Maths MathXplosion Take Note Of Musical Fractions This episode is about patterns in rhythms and musical notes, and the role of fractions in denoting whole, half, 
and quarter notes, and creating distinct sounds.

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors reveal the amazing organs that keep you alive before you're born, Dr Xand meets patients 
undergoing treatment at a burns clinic.

G CC

10:10 MP-LS Science Full Proof Wind Stan lives for the wind. The slightest bit of wind and he?s out on a Dutch beach, kite-surfing. He turns the 
beach into his laboratory and discovers that the wind is all about air pressure.

G CC

10:20 MP-MS Science Science Max! Experiments At Large Nucleation Fountain Diet cola and mints! A fun experiment that's even more awesome when maxxed out. Air pressure bubbles 
through this episode, including marshmallows in a vacuum chamber, pulling an egg into a flask and 

G CC

10:45 MP-MS Maths Ecomaths Lamb v Snail In this episode targeted at Key Stage 3 Stefan visits a snail farm in Dorset and compares lamb and snail meat by 
looking at area, fractions and ratios.

G CC

10:55 MP-UP Science ScienceXplosion Spinning Seeds Have a nice trip! In this STEM episode Eric discovers how his maple tree spreads its seeds. It's not magic, it's 
science!

G CC

Tues 25 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Ngarigu How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance KPOP Learn a K-Pop-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 P English Alphablocks Beep The Alphablocks meet a robot that goes beep and wants to be just like them. This episode introduces the EE 
letter team and the words beep, see, seed, feet, feel and weep.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Numberblock Rally Ten riders, ten pedal-powered cars, but only one can lift the trophy. Welcome to the Numberblock Rally! G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad 6:00 to 6:05 Part 2 In this two part episode, dinosaurs break out of the dinosaur room in headquarters and Olive and Otto must 
travel back in time to save the day.

G

9:30 LP-MP D&T, Science Maddie's Do You Know? How is it Made? Wind Maddie heads to the beach, where she uses her thermal imaging camera to see how hot air and cold air make 
wind.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP STEM What's Your Problem? The Room Tidier Xavier just wants a way to quickly clean up his Lego at night, but Joseph and his team have far more ambitious 
room-tidying plans.

G CC

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors choose some of their favourite moments including an experiment to find out what happens when 
you cough and a life-changing operation that allows someone to hear for the very first time.

G CC

10:10 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN - NEW BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 MP-MS Geography, 
Indigenous H 

Many Lands, Many Seasons Tiwi Islands Host Rulla Kelly-Mansell travels to Milikapiti on the Tiwi Islands in the Northern Territory to discover how the 
students mark the Tiwi seasons. 

G CC

Wed 26 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Palawa Kani How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Ballet Tendu Learn a ballet-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Tightrope Roll up, roll up to see I, G and H in a thrilling high-wire circus act! This episode introduces the IGH letter team 
and the words tight, net, tent, high, light, night, right and fright. 

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Five and Friends When Five and friends go missing from the five-star ball, Six to Ten discover they are all Five-and-a-friend! G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad The Potato Ultimato When Otto starts shrinking, Olaf leads Olive and Oren on a quest for the only known cure - the magical 
Growing Potato.

G

9:30 UP-LS History Bushrangers The Other Bushrangers There were female bushrangers, First Nations bushrangers and bushrangers with Asian and African heritage. 
Learn about four lesser-known bushrangers, and how historians analyse primary and secondary sources.

G CC

9:35 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! Dr Chris and Dr Xand take a look at what happens to your body and why, when you reach puberty. G CC

9:35 UP-LS History Australia's Prime Ministers Stanley Bruce This series profiles Australia's leaders, featuring career highlights and giving insights into the different eras in 
which they lead the nation. This episode features Stanely Bruce.

G CC
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10:05 MP-UP History Are You Tougher Than Your Ancestors? Rollerskating - Dancing on 
Wheels!

12 year old artistic roller skater Tammy Bryant trained hard to master the routines that won her the 1989 
Australian National Championship. Can Charli and Matthew learn the signature moves that made Tammy a 

G CC

10:30 UP-LS History Horrible Histories HHTV News reports live from the Battle of Thermopylae and we learn the revolting truth about Roman toilets. G Ceefax

Thurs 27 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wakka Wakka How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Bharatanayam Learn a Bharatanatyam-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Toad M is hungry, but his new friend the toad is even hungrier. Can he stop it eating everything? This episode 
introduces the OA letter team and the words toad, coat, coal, goal, goat, moat, loaf and toast.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Octoblock to the Rescue! The terribly naughty Terrible Twos are making custard pies and Octoblock is all tied up: can his friends save the 
day?

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad A Fistful Of Fruit Juice Ms O tells Olive and Otto the story of how she first joined up with Odd Squad. G

9:30 P English, 
Indigenous 

Grandpa Honeyant Storytime How Frogmouth Found Her Home A beautifully illustrated story about a Tawny Frogmouth trying to find her home. G CC

9:30 P Indigenous 
Languages

Languages Of Our Land Episode 9 Jingeri, learn the Aboriginal language of Yugambeh word for Frog - Taran. G

9:35 P HASS, HSIE What's For Dinner? At Poppie's Place Meet Poppie who has Thai and French roots in her family. But what happens when the two cuisines collide? 
Spring rolls and macaroons, that's what. Ooh la laa!

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors crush a car to reveal the secret of the special fluid which enables your joints to withstand huge 
amounts of force.

PG CC

10:20 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 UP-LS Arts, Tech Ultimate Video Skills Movies Learn how to direct your own car chases or become an action movie spy as Luke shows you his amazing movie 
tricks.

G

10:55 UP-LS PDHPE What's The Point In Building Resilience? Aya gets some feedback for her work and starts to feel deflated. She calls fiction-writer Vivian Pham to learn 
how to build up her resilience and turn setbacks into motivators.

G CC

Fri 28 June

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Wiradjuri How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Hip Hop Learn a hip hop-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Book OO and friends help a magical talking book tell the story of Little Red Riding Hood. This episode introduces the 
OO letter team and the words book, hood, cool, moon, woof, good, boot, cook and food.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Ten Again The number friends all want to do different things today, so rocket Ten finds a clever way to do them all. G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Soundcheck Part Deux When the members of Soundcheck go missing, Otto and Olive must bring them back together in time for their 
big concert.

G

9:30 P Arts Know It Alls: Visual Art Know My Name Maiya and Comedian Cassie Workman learn about some of Australia's best Female Artists in the Know My 
Name Exhibition at the National Gallery of Australia. 

G

9:35 UP-LS Arts Draw With Will Beast Quest Will uses all of the skills we've learned to draw Ferno the Fire Dragon from Beast Quest. G

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! There's a big bang in this episode as the doctors reveal the amazing piece of body kit that helps your ears pop 
and find out just how tough it is for dentists to perform their first  filling.

PG CC

10:15 UP-LS English Poetic Devices Onomatopoeia Discover what onomatopoeia is and the impacts of this figurative language device on poetry using the poem 
'The Longings of a Timeworn Guitar' by Year 9 student Gabrielle.

G

10:15 UP-MS English Elmore's Grammar Workshop Izzy Learns Abstraction and 
Technical Language

Abstraction, jargon, nominalisation and more sophisticated clause structures are introduced when Elmore 
helps Izzy improve her presentation by employing techniques for academic and technical writing. 

G CC

10:25 MP-LS English Bringing Books to Life Lizzie Zipmouth Actress and comedian Nina Wadia reads extracts from 'Lizzie Zipmouth' by Jacqueline Wilson and explains why 
she loves the book.

G CC

10:35 LS-MS History, Art Renaissance Italy PG CC
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Mon 1 July

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yakunytjatjara How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Locking Learn about locking in a hip hop-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 P English Alphablocks How Now Brown Cow The Alphablocks meet their match when the Brown Cow and her singing friends Owl, Howl and Growl take the 
stage. This episode introduces the OW letter team.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Flatland Squarey, we're not in Numberland any more! Four visits Flatland, where the flat shapes live, and becomes a 
real square.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Jinx When all of Odd Squad comes down with a case of the jinx, it's up to Oscar and Dr O to save the day. G

9:30 MP-UP Maths Mini Lessons: Maths Years 3-6: Subtraction with 
Regrouping

In this lesson, Miss White teaches you how to complete formal subtraction problems involving regrouping. She 
will introduce you to a helpful rhyme, which will assist you with solving tricky subtraction questions.

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Maths MathXplosion Pick A Block Of Dates, Any Block A trick you can do by calculating the sum of a 3 by 3 block of dates on a calendar without using a calculator. G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors take a dip in the sea to reveal how your sensory neurons detect when something is hot or cold, 
and  find themselves getting stuck in the mud. 

PG CC

10:10 MP-LS Science Full Proof Domes Aung lives in Bagan, an ancient temple city in Myanmar. He often wonders why the huge domes on top of 
these temples never collapse. He wants to know how they were made and if he can make a dome himself.

G CC

10:25 UP-LS Science BTN Specials Natural Disasters In this BTN Special on natural disasters, we find out how volcanoes and earthquakes happen, and we explore 
the science behind bushfires. 

Exempt CC

10:40 S Science Collisions Energy Transfers The relationship between different variable quantities when objects collide enables us to predict their 
behaviour. This clip looks at quantities including work, force, distance, mass, velocity and kinetic energy.

G CC

10:45 UP-LS Maths Ecomaths Biodiversity Stefan explores the maths of scientific discovery using concentrations in standard form, cumulative frequency 
graphs and interpreting longitudinal data in a unique trial of fungus at Swansea University.

G CC

Tues 2 July

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yolnju How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Hula/Cha Cha Learn a hula and cha-cha-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Hey! Hey, diddle diddle! It's pandemonium at the Alphablocks animal sing-song. This episode has fun with the words 
cat, dog, cod, tag, jog, jig, mop, moo, moon, spoon and zoom.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Pattern Palace One and chums carefully cross the pattern puzzle paths over the magic moats to get to the Pattern Palace. G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Training Day Part 1 In this two part episode, Olive tells the story of what happened to her old partner. G

9:30 LP-MP D&T, Science Maddie's Do You Know? How Does it Work? Drinking 
Water

Maddie visits a reservoir which collects water from our homes, natural springs and the rain. G CC

9:35 MP-UP STEM What's Your Problem? The Santa-Catcher All Charlie wants is the chance to ask Santa Claus a few important questions. Joseph and his team need to find 
a way to catch Father Christmas on Christmas Eve for a quick chat.

G CC

9:50 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors reveal how big your lungs would be if they were laid out flat and why you need to cough, and they 
find out what it's like to work in the hospital canteen.

PG CC

10:20 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN - NEW BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:50 MP-MS Geography, 
Indigenous H 

Many Lands, Many Seasons Gunbalanya Host Rulla Kelly-Mansell heads to the Community of Gunbalanya in West Arnhem Land to learn about the 
Kunwinjku Seasons calendar and gets stuck into some delicious bush tucker. 

G CC

Wed 3 July

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Yugambeh How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Cha Cha Learn a cha-cha-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP Maths Numberblocks The Legend of Big Tum A big hairy monster with a big hairy tummy who loves puzzles? Find out who is in Big Tum's tum! G CC

9:10 P Maths Odd Squad Training Day Part 2 In this two part episode, Olive tells the story of what happened to her old partner. G

9:25 UP-LS History BTN Specials Women In History We look at some famous women in history, from those who fought for the right to vote to the female 
politicians that followed. Learn about changes to the rights of women and find out about some inspirational 

Exempt CC

9:35 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors reveal why you need different shaped teeth to eat your food safely by wearing some very strange 
gnashers! Plus they find out what it's like to be a lifeguard.

PG CC

10:05 MP-UP History Are You Tougher Than Your Ancestors? James Craig - Plane Sailing! In 1912, 14 year old sailor Douglas Bull was awarded the rank of 'Ordinary Seaman' by his ship's Captain. Can 
Stella and Caitlin prove they have what it takes to match Douglas' achievement?

G CC

10:30 UP-LS History Horrible Histories Queen Victoria learns her British comforts aren't very British; a Viking warrior won't stop talking in rhyme; and 
the contestants try to become executioners on The Axe Factor.

PG Ceefax
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Thurs 4 July

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Miriwoong How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Tutting Learn about tutting in a street dance-inspired routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 LP English Alphablocks Card A and R team up to do a magic card trick, but it keeps going wrong. This episode introduces the AR letter team 
and the words hat, harp, carp, dark, card, tart, part, jar, car, cart, barn and far.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks Mirror, Mirror One makes a wish that the magic mirror could make lots of friends at once - and pretty soon it's 
pandemonium.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Trading Places A villain uses one of Oscar's gadgets to cause destruction around town, which eventually leads to Olive getting 
kicked off the squad.

G

9:30 P Indigenous 
Languages

Languages Of Our Land Episode 10 Jingeri, learn the Aboriginal language of Yugambeh word for Butterfly - Banjilamm. G

9:30 P English, 
Indigenous 

Grandpa Honeyant Storytime Outback Adventure It's Christmas time and Cody, Napuru, Nangala and Sheila a little blue heeler are off again with old Uncle Max 
on another adventure. 

G CC

9:35 P HASS, HSIE What's For Dinner? At Liam's Place Meet Liam whose family Christmas dinner is a celebration of east meets west! With shrimps on the BBQ and an 
Asian twist on a pavlova, this festive feast will be one to remember!

G CC

9:40 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors investigate why we need eyebrows and in Operation Takeover they find out just how tough it is to 
work in the hospital pharmacy. 

PG CC

10:25 UP-LS Current 
Affairs

BTN BTN is a high-energy, fun way for Upper Primary and Secondary students to learn about current issues and 
events in their world. Each program is built around major news stories of the week.

Exempt CC

10:45 UP-LS Arts, Tech Ultimate Video Skills Chores From tidying up with a magic alarm clock to folding your clothes with the power of your mind, Luke shows you 
how to amaze your friends with some incredible trick videos.

G

10:55 UP-LS PDHPE What's The Point Of Communicating How I'm 
Feeling?

Aya feels annoyed by her mum's constant questions. JC Reyes, an animator and filmmaker, talks to Aya about 
how healthy communication builds and strengthens relationships.

G CC

Fri 5 July

9:00 P Indigenous 
Languages

ABC Education Good Mornings Ngarigu How would you greet someone in the language of the land on which you live? Children from around Australia 
share greetings in their Indigenous languages.

G CC

P Arts (Dance), 
PDHPE

Let's Dance Grooves Learn about grooving in a fun routine with Miss Kylie. G

9:05 P English Alphablocks The End Get ready for OI, OR and UR in a coin-rolling, cork-popping, wave-surfing race from start to finish. This episode 
introduces the OI, OR and UR letter teams and the words join, coin, cork, surf, turf, cord, corn and end.

G

9:10 LP Maths Numberblocks The Wrong Number It was a grey day in the big city. One was wondering where her next case would come from when a square 
silhouette appeared at the door.

G CC

9:15 P Maths Odd Squad Bad Lemonade Olive and Otto are called in to help when Polly Graph mysteriously quits her lemonade stand. G

9:30 P Arts Know It Alls: Visual Art Art Overall Comedian Carlo Ritchie goes head to head with Shantini and Janaki at the National Gallery of Australia. Are two 
child-sized-heads cleverer than one adult-sized-head? Has Carlo been set-up to fail?

G CC

9:35 UP-LS Arts Draw With Will Crab Will creates a crab with a sea-weathered shell! G

9:45 MP-UP Science Operation Ouch! The Doctors reveal how your brain enables you to learn new things with the help of 3 human 'samples' from 
the Cupboard-of-Everything, a giant pile of sand and some water!

PG CC

10:10 UP-LS English Poetic Devices Simile Discover what a simile is and the impacts of this figurative language device on poetry using the poem 'My 
Golden Butterfly' by Year 6 student Bella. 

G

10:15 MP-UP English The Pen Licence Nine-year-old Tiana knows it will take a miracle to get her Pen Licence. However, between upstrokes and 
crossbars Tiana soon realises it's not about being perfect, but is persistence really enough? 

G

10:25 UP-LS English, 
History

Horrible Histories Special: Sensational Shakespeare (2016) Looking at the life and times of William Shakespeare - from his humble beginnings in Stratford, through his 
time as a jobbing actor in London, to his success as the country's most respected and financially savvy writer.  

PG CC
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